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There are satellite imagery data brokers, world-wide that are transnational
conglomerates.

Satellite imagery data is a valuable resource with a growing market.

Satellite imagery data brokers: These companies act as intermediaries, buying satellite
imagery from satellite operators and then selling it to customers in a user-friendly format. They
often provide additional services like data analysis.

● World-wide: Satellite imagery provides a global view, so it makes sense that these data
brokers would operate internationally.

● Transnational conglomerates: The biggest players in this field are likely to be large
companies with offices and operations around the world. This allows them to offer global
coverage and expertise to their clients.

Here are some additional points to consider:

● There's a growing diversity of data providers, including companies launching constellations of
small satellites that can capture very high-resolution images.

● Data privacy and security are important considerations when it comes to satellite imagery,
especially for high-resolution data.

Top Contenders:

Unfortunately, there isn't one definitive list of the top ten satellite imagery data brokers
worldwide. The market is dynamic, and the "best" depends greatly on your specific needs
(resolution, geographic area, revisit rates, etc.).

However, here's a look at some major players in the industry:

Large, Well-Established Companies

● Maxar Technologies: A major player in the industry known for high-resolution satellite
imagery and geospatial products.

● Airbus Defence and Space: Offers a diverse set of satellite imagery options and
value-added services.

● Planet Labs: Operates a large constellation of satellites, providing frequent revisit rates with
medium-resolution imagery.

● BlackSky: Focuses on near real-time imagery and monitoring services.
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Other Notable Companies

● Satellogic: Provides high-resolution imagery and analytics platforms.
● ImageSat International: Specializes in very high-resolution satellite imagery.
● SI Imaging Services (SIIS): Korean company offering satellite imagery and solutions.
● Space Imaging Middle East: Focuses on imagery across the Middle East and North Africa

regions.
● Apollo Mapping: Provides imagery and data as well as solutions for various sectors.
● Earth-i: Known for vivid color imagery and a strong focus on video from space.

Factors to Consider When Choosing

● Resolution: How detailed do you need the images to be?
● Spectral Bands: Do you need multispectral or hyperspectral data for specific analysis?
● Coverage: Focus on a particular region or need worldwide imagery?
● Revisit Rate: How often do you need updated images of an area?
● Price: Data brokers vary in their pricing models.
● Additional Services: Do you need analytics, change detection, etc.?

Important Note: The satellite imagery market is evolving, and smaller, niche providers might
better suit your needs than the big names. It's always best to research and request quotes for
your specific project.

Conclusion:

The satellite imagery market features a diverse range of data brokers operating on a global
scale. These companies provide access to Earth-observing data that has applications across
industries like agriculture, environmental monitoring, urban planning, and defense. The top
players in the field include established conglomerates like Maxar and Airbus alongside newer,
innovative companies like Planet Labs and BlackSky. When selecting a satellite imagery data
broker, it's crucial to consider factors such as image resolution, spectral options, area coverage,
how frequently images are updated, pricing structures, and any additional analytical services
offered.
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